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andshakes,SPeeches: candidates hit the trail
J '?an Knigbt and Pam Stanley for
.
Vtce-Prestdent.
. Last week the Paclflcan talked
wtt� the �SUO P hopefuls to learn
�he1r pos1ttons on certain campus
1ssues and what changes they would
make if elected. The following are
their responses.

By Mary Peppers
and

I

I

Kathleen Bac chin i
Staff Writers

speeches, promises and han
spread throughout campus
as candidates for next
ASUOP elections pounded the
trail.
, six students are vying
of Associated Students
and Vice-President for the
term . The candidates are
Hart ley, Scott Rurik and Dan
for president, and Gary Alegre,

Joe Hartley

Increasing cooperation between
constituent schools, helping students
get their money's worth from
ASUOP funds, and maintaining the
�niqueness of UOP are among the
ISSues that sophomore business ad-

�--�----�· ·

�

The irat ca� diates debet� will be held 1t noon, Feb 27, in the University Center.
.
Each � ndtdate wtll speak for ftve mmutu,
followed Lr 1 two-minute discussion period
allowmgatudents 1 chance to pose the candidates questions. A second debate will
take
place March 2 at 7 p.m. in the Redwood room.

ministration major Joe Hartley will
concentrate on in his quest for the
ASUOP presidency.
,
"Too often there's too much re
invention of the wheel," said Har
tley, referring to the disunity and
repetitive actions of constituent
schools and campus clubs. If elected,
he hopes to eliminate this by setting

up meetings in which leaders of the
clubs and schools can share their
ideas with ASUOP.
Every student contributes $75
annually to ASUOP funds. Yet many
don't realize what their money goes
to, and/or don't take advantage of
the services provided through these
funds, according to Hartley.

He would also like to increase
student awareness of programs
available from this money, as well as
sponsor programs that students ac
tually want. To do this will again in
volve
getting
the
various
organizations to better communicate
their ideas to ASUOP.
He emphasizes that "true in
novation and awareness comes from
the students themselves," making ef
fective communication essential.
Hartley will support a unified
calendar "if and only if the
uniqueness of Winter Term is main
tained. "
If administrators decide
that Winter Term must be sacrificed

in the unification process, then he
would lobby to keep the 4- 1 -4 system.
He believes that programs such
as Winter Term and the now-extinct
Raymond
Callison
school
are
specialties that attract students to
UOP. If elected he will try to main
tain UOP's uniqueness by stressing
the importance of such special
provisions.
Scott Rurik

If elected ASUOP President
Scott Rurik, a second-year junior
(See ELECTIONS, page

3)

BAND
FROLIC
1981---
TRADITION
KEEPS
KICKING
John Ballantyne was the upset winner in last year's Band Frolic

�

Robert "Pop" Gordon , who
band
marching
designed
maneuvers for display at early
UOP football games, inaugurated
the Band Frolic as a device to get
people to hear his band play con
cert music , to raise funds for
unifo rms, and provide an outlet
for original campus talent.

B�d
Stoc�e

There was no way for Pop to
foresee the future evolution of
what may be classified today ru:
UOP 's own version of Broadway.
In contrast, the first Band

By Stacey Ioppini
StArt Writer

.With

all

of

the

eagerly

lflait�d anticipation of a major

e

lftnu r , Band Frolic 198 1 has
arrived, bringing with it fif
,�. � years of established
•ouJtton .
1929
Frolic originated in
Cou JU st five years after the
of Pacific moved to
on.
•

Frolic was no big deal, as demon
strated by a whooping two-line
description in the 1 929 yearbook.
Today the band itself no
longer dominates the stage, and
has been removed from the major
focus of the production itself.
Band Frolic is called Band
Frolic because all the proceeds
go . . . guess where ... to the band,
and related groups, such as the
Pacific Wind Ensemble.
According to a 195 1 issue of
the Stockton Record, the first

really spectacular productions of
Band Frolic occured in the post
war era following World War I I .
The intensity o f rivalry has
been high since the very beginning,
however, harnassing the boundless
energy of the competitive spirit.
There are related elements
which are as traditional as Band
Frolic itself: every performance in
history has been completely sold
out, as far as we know.
From within that full house, it
is inevitable that there will be hard
feelings, claims of poor judging
·

procedure
or
a
lack
of
professionalism.
It's too bad the price of ad
mission is not the original .25 cts . ,
or even the $2.50 i t was five years
ago.
Here are the Band Frolic
results from the past five years;
111 Pilla: 197j-AJCL, Della <Januna, South"est
1976--AKL, Tri·Dtlta, South•esl
1977-AXL, Tri-Dtlta,Southwal
1971-Ardlania, Tri-Della, South.,est
1979-Ardlania. Tri-Delta, South.,.,,
1980--AJCL, Jculc B• .tohn Ballantyuc

With increased competition
from the dormitories (the Quads in

ht

particular), the 80's might be
heading towards a new victory
trend-the next two nights will tell.
Organized by Dr. Dale Fjer
stad and Judy Owens of the Band
Frolic Sterring Committee, this
year's Frolic promises to be bigger
and better than ever.
With a
record-breaking 1 8 entries, the
four judges (two Conservatory,
two non-Conservatory) are sure to
have their work cut out for them.
Entering its 53rd year, Band
Frolic has proven itself as one of
UOP's strongest traditions.

Townie s invad e campu s af t e r OSL, Alpha P hi Alpha
By Steve Ko
Staff Writer

A Yo uth
carcying a loaded gun ·
n other people were arrested
ror various charges result ing
b u nauthorized" party sponY
Alpha Phi Alpha frater-

�vne

a"
the
lhe SOcial

event attracted ap300 people, amon g
nearly 1 50 1,1on-students,.
" The high-school-age
apparently learned of the par
flyers the fraternity had
throughout Stock ton, in
downtow
n high schools.
ll the first hour of the dance , .
�Ill. no security forces patrolled
area in and arou nd the
Great Hall. This lack of
ap p arently stemmed from
c
onun unica
tions between the
Catherine
Davis of O ffice of
(OS L) and Alpha P hi
Gregory Spencer , for 1\.s OP Social
Director .
a result
the Office of Student

nee

e
A.s�Lif
edge

·

icy dealing
Life formulated a new pol
ures for
ced
pro
wit h com munication
ies.
part
campus

How An 'Open' Party

"Cruising'� Party

The fund-raising dance started at
admitted
9 p . m . Alpha Phi Alpha
1 . 50 ad
$
a
for
rs
lde
dho
car
P
ASUO
ents
P
stud
-UO
no�
mission fee and
50.
for $2.
e
The dance attracted a larg
ple
age
peo
olcho
h-s
hig
cro wd of
of hot-rod cars
along with a number
.
rs.
.
.
and low ride
"It was like a typical cru1smg
enu e,,' ' said Sgt.
night on Pacific Av
P?hce.
pus
Cam
the
of
.
Taylor
The Campus Police did not
ce until lO p.m . ,
know. there was a dan
sent to check:
was
lor
Tay
en
wh
Hall.
Great
Raymond
"Many people were drunk.
ter of the hall,"·
around the perime
,
"I saw one guy·
ted
men
com
Taylor
r an� �other:
bee
of
hol ding a can
beer
ms1de the
of
bottle
a
holding
·

dancing floor. ' '

Led to 8 Arrests

The Pacifican staff later confir
med that there was no sale of alcohol
in the dance. However some people
probably smuggled_ liquor inside
because there was no security present.
At 10;30 p.m., Taylor returned
to the dance with Dean Davis.
Davis informed Spencer that a
phone caller nad previously notified
her the dance was supposed ·to be
cancelled .
Spencer
was
shocked
and
claimed to know nothing of the con
cellation.
Davis ordered the Alpha Phi
Alpha pledge to stop admitting off
campus people to the dance.
Spencer closed the box office
immediately and turned down about
1 00 people. He also informed non·

suspects.
Dean Davis's phone call

The main cause of these troubles
was a phone call Davis received can
celling the dance. Davis later said
ASUOP cardholders not to return to
that she did not recall when the call
the dance once they left the hall .
·was made and did not know the
caller's identity.
Gun, bur&lary arrests
Asked why she failed to confirm
the cancellation with Spencer, Davis
From then until 12;30 a.m., the
said, " I do not want to police all the
Campus Police ordered about 75 to
calls coming into my office. "
1 00 youths to leave UOP property.
As a result, the dance request
After the incident, Chief Norm
form marked "cancelled" and did
Askew of Public Safety said that the
youths had learned about the dance not pass on to Food Service and
Campus Police. Hence, no security
through Alpha Phi Alpha flyers
was present at the dance.
posted in high schools and around the
Davis remarked that she insisted
city.
the person in charge of dances or par
Eight people were arrested ,
ties to notify Campus Police per
though none were UOP students.
sonally.
One of the suspects had a loaded
But Spencer, who used to
gun and a bag of narcotics which
organize
ASUOP dances and social
The
.
cocaine
was
d
suspecte
police
functions, said that he submitted the
other arrests included burglary,
petition Jan. 1 8 , · more than two
alcohol intoxication and trespassing,

•

m1x

up

weeks prior to the dance.
According to Spencer, Campus
Police and Food Service know about
a dance or party only when they
receive the approval petition from
OSL. Chief Askew later confirmed
this same procedure.
Apparently the petition was on
Davis's desk for two weeks with no
action taken. When asked if she
would approve the dance, Davis said
that "open"dance (open to the
public) violated school regulations.
(Traditional "open" parties are
actually closed to the general public,
for exclusive enjoyment by the cam
pus community.)
" I didn't realize that the dance
was open until after the incident,
when l learned that flyers were
distributed all around town," Davis
said.
Spencer admitted that he was
responsible for the v!olation of. open
dance policy, "But he didn't know
(See PARTY, page

3)
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d
ate
i
n
·ca
P
.
O
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A
e
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s
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Last week when the six man Pacifican
Editorial Board said we would endorse can
didates in this year's ASUOP election, we
didn't realize how much flak would be shot into
our usually tranquil office. Four of the six can
didates running adamantly opposed the endor
sement concept, and some other students from

around campus joined their opposition.
Our critics argued that since the Pacifican
was the only newspaper on campus, no op
posing view could be heard from the candidates
who weren't endorsed..
They also said that it is not the respon
sibility of this newspaper to favor one candidate
because we don't have the "expertise" to do so.
Some went so far as to suggest that the
Pacifican's editorial board members could not
possibly make an unbiased choice because of.
alleged ''conflicts of interest. ''
We feel that these charges were born more
from fearful emotions than rational contem
plation.

These are the facts:
In the news sections of today's Pacifican,
each candidate's views are expressed through
individual 250 word statements and in the
Pacifican's single longest article this year (see
pages l , 3, 4 and 10) . Each candidate has had
ample opportunity to express his views, both in
the Pacifican and through other means of
communication--flyers, posters, speeches, han
dbooks, letters, solicitations, and most impor
tantly, personal contact (to say nothing of two
No candidate
upcoming public debates).
received special treatment.
Concerning our responsibility and "exper
tise," we are a newspaper. As such, it is our
responsibility to inform the students and offer
them the best possible analysis of campus
issues, events, and personalities. The students
have a right to know, and it is our duty to let
them know. If we don't, no one else will. As
the main news gathering and reporting source
on this campus, we do have the qualifications.
own
our
and
qualifications
These
professional pride leave no room for conflicts
of interest.
It is true that three"lllembers of our board
are affiliated with the Archania Fraternity, as

w:e two of the candidates. However, in· our
roles as journalists, newspaper objectivity
comes first, and the members of this board hold
that goal paramount. If we fail in this goal, we
jeopardize our credibility, and nothing is more
At times this
critical to this newspaper.
is a life. We
it
job,
a
than
newspaper is more
our
credibility and
certainly aren't going to risk
livelihood through a biased endorsement.
The Pacifican serves all of the students and
we sincerely feel the candidates we recommend
will best serve all intere�t of the students.
We put these candidates under the gun,
asking them questions to which our readers
won't find the answers in the candidate's
statements. Their responses gave us indications
of their suitability for the offices that will
govern you. We are passing on our fmdings to
you, hoping you will learn about the people, not
their posters of statements.
So, in the midst of controversy, and despite
the charges brought upon us by the fearful, we
will stand true to the promise we made last
November after our successful endorsement of
Ronald Reagan: that we would to the best of
our ability inform'you, the students, of the best
choices to serve your needs as officers of
ASUOP.
Here goes:
Using a point system, we judged the can
didates on the qualities of: command of the
situation, ability to motivate, sensitivity, cool
headedness,
tenacity,
aggressiveness,
in
novation, rapport, ability to listen, handling of
pressure, intelligence, consistency, experience,
ability to speak, and overall plan or guiding
principle.
Here, then, are the relative merits of the
candidates as we see them:
Joe Hartley has had experience working
with people. He has shown the ability to bring
people together, and to get them to co-operate.
He has some innovative ideas, such as a paid
campus escort service, and a campus-wide
washing machine service.
The students are
Joe's top priority as he feels he would spend
more time with them than with the ad
ministration. He wants to improve Forum and

·

needs to succeed. She b
der obviously
or o ASUOP Publicity.
c rent Direct
&OOd
ovative, and has a.
tenacious inn
nning or the Umversity,
outlook n pla
de startmg .a book co-op
b est ideas inclu
hl meetmgs between
plementing mont r
est dent�.
.
stituent school pr
t she ts runrung for the
tha
Pam says
tha t is the position
presidency be cau se
e of growth. Her drive
need of and cap abl
po s tion. Hov.:ever, it
add a lot to that
acity, aggressiveness
ten
lot more tha n
e-president.
�u
telligence to be a vic
d
thts
an
1s
op le,
able to deal with pe
mu
are
s
ch
ate
did
can
that the oth er
than Pam.

�

1

ident the
Social and feels that through the pres
do to
can
they
students have got to know what
spark improvement.
could
However, Joe's sophomore standing
ye�
severly hinder his effectiveness. An extra
his
w
allo
could
of observation and experience
has
Joe
m.
leadership abilities to fully blosso
the
said himself that in previous dealings with
o
administration, he has received little �

operation or respect. Another year would Im

!

�

�

�

prove this situation.

Scott Rurik is a sensitive candidate, willing
to listen to all views, with a genuine concern to
He has had ex
help the students of UOP.
tees, s�ch as
commit
perience on some university
mtc af
acade
the accreditation committee and

"f

�

is per aps ev en
Gary Alegre
Smce
anley.
tenacious th an St
rk ed hard and
campaign, he has wo
to learn about the
cere, decisive efforts
P. Ho wever,
UO
presidency and AS
ence an
lacks leadership experi
P. Des�Ite the
the functions of ASUO
gre en mto the
too
l
stil
is making, he is
UOP leader
AS
e
field to be an effectiv

fairs.
However, Scott does not possess the
aggressiveness or motivational abiltiy required
of a student leader. He had difficulty presen
ting his views to the Pacifican Editorial Board.
How would he react when pressured from both
sides by the students and administration for a
decision on a highly controversial issue? We
can't help but think he might crumple. Scott
really is a nice guy, but the ASUOP President

�

Joan Knight is prob ably the best
of the candidates runnin g. She has a
involvement in UCPC and Kappa Alpha
as well as serv ing as a co-o rdinater of
..,r,.c:,.,. .... .nm.
Festivities.
Homecoming

needs to be more than nice.

Dan Slvas has good experience dealing with
administration,
and
students,
faculty,
all three. He is
with
rapport
good
developing a
about how
deal
a junior who has seen a great
student governments work both here and on
other campuses. He has a broader plan for his
administration than the other candidates. His
views on the academic calendar and other issues
prove that he, more than his opponents speaks

ordinating the soon to be held Monte
night, she has adeq uate leadership oackJ*r.erilll
for handling the offic e of
proposes better communication
through a
ASUOP
and
students
a policy of
with
tter,
presidential newsle
take to the Board of Supervisors.
Coupled with this is a co-·004�ratiwl'
portive personality, a good ability to
an ear finely tuned to the legitimate
groups sometimes in conflict with .no.uouur.is not as agressive as her competitors,
has more than enough drive to see

the true voice of the students.
Dan is close to several faculty members,
which could cause problems in strident student
support. If he can separate his job from his·
feelings, he will be a successful ASUOP
President.

·

through.

The choice for Vice-President was just as
tough.
'.
0

'
The Pacifican Editorial Board u111-.u•
the views expressed in this editorial.
you to express your own at the polls

Pam Stanley is the most experienced and
aggressive candidate in this race, qualities a

Letters to the Editor

L --�---�---��--�--�: .��
Rausch ripped by Engineer

tellectual comprehension. You seem
to have forgotten this and displayed
vast ignorance in your article.

Mr. Rausch:
I am writing this letter in regard

to your Camp Pacific Reviewed ar
ticle entitled
"Why
Don't
the
Engineers Build Thetr Own Addition,
Anyway? ''
An article in a paper such as The
Pacifican should show minimal in-

Engineers, contrary to your
limited understanding of them, do
not build buildings.
Five to six years of an engineer' s
·life are spent trying t o understand the

forces that affect structures, not the
forces exerted by a hammer on the
head of a nail.
Engineers are not carpenters or
laborers.
Engineers design buildings so
that unemployed j ournalism majors
working in construction can build
them.

Erik Friedrich
School of Engineering, Jr.

Administration keeps condoms under wraps
Dear Editm:

transmitted diseases or care about the
health hazards it can cause?
It appears they would rather
ignore the real
fact
that
ap
proximately 4 infections per ntinute
of VD occur in the USA yearly, and
the carriers need honest and straight
forward advice and medical attention.
National Condom Week is Feb
14-21 and is sponsored by the Phar
macists Planning Services, Inc. The
purpose of National Condom Week is
to encourage nationwide awareness
of the condom as an effective protec
tion against venereal disease and un
wanted pregnancy.
Plans have been made by
SAPHA to sponsor booths from 1 1
a . m. to 3 p.m. on Feb 20, with infor
mation, both verbally and through
pamplets about sexually transmitted

It' s hppalling the way this cam
pus continues to "close its eyes to a
changing environment.'
fhis i� 1981, and we're still faced
with cries to "stop the progress of
education .'' If \\e are truly here to
learn, efforts should be made to
repre�ent all knowledge available and
not censor some topics due to
prejudices and individual viewpoints.
SAPhA
(Student
American
Pharmaceutical Association) would
like to do a professional project
promoting the condom as a means of
preventing the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases.
Do�;s this school care whether the
public,
especially
the
student
population, knows about sexually
•

diseases.
Also, SAPHA has free samples
to give out. Dr. Warren Schneider is
scheduled to give an informative talk
on VD in the Pharmacy School
Rotunda ( 103) at 1 p.m. on Feb. 20.
The idea that UOP's Ad
ministration would try to stop phar
macy students, who have chosen for
their future goal a very respected
health field, from informing students
and faculty on this campus is a
violation of constitutional rights of
freedom of speech.
There is a need for condom con
sciousness and elimination of em
barrassment associated with talking
about them.
Lorraine Elliot
SAPh A Office Manager

Supe. says leadership P'can special interest
Editor:

•

Last week's editorial effort took
most disheartening shape in regards
to what an ASUOP President needs
to succeed. Your choice of Martin
Bun as the model figure and the
depiction that was offered thereafter
does everything but drip off the page.
No, no, don ' t get me wrong, Mr.
Burt did a fine job during his term in
office, but to liken him to General
Patton, Abraham Lincoln, and Roger
Staubach all on one page is a little far
fetched .
Who knows, your highly touted
"labor uniori style organization"
might even be j ust the thing the
Pacifican needs to be the "tightly
organized and utilized to act as a fist,
not j ust a voice,': for its special in
terest?

·

As for your lack of perception in
your biased evaluation of the accom
plishments of the present ASUOP
administration, I ask only where on
Earth did you come to the conclusion
that you could be objective for any
such evaluation when you yourself
has yet to attend any ASUOP Board
of Supervisors meetings with any
frequency?
Now for your unbelievable at
tempt to fool yourself into thinking
that you could render an objective
assessment of this year's group of
candidates
is
incomprehensible
without some favoritism for your'
own special interest!
(Note
that
you
and
your
Managing Editor, in addition to
much of your staff, are all members
of the same fraternal group which
j ust so happens to have two can-·

didates running for the President and
Vice-President
positions
respec
tively).
I also ask you to evaluate the
benefit you seem to think you can of
fer us in choosing candidates, being
the only paper on campus.

I know the Pacifican believes in

their wordly view and would like to
promote this on a national level but
the facts remain that we are sli b
tly
larger than 4000 strong.
Where else can opposing views
be published? Who knows maybe
the day will come when you ' too can
become:
A true leader.

S

Michael C. Genthe
Member of Board of Superviso
rs,

1 980-8 1

Reader finds new life through Pacifican
Dear Editor:
Having pored through your last
issure (which I rarely·. have time to
do), I am amazed at the range of
emotions it engendered in me.
The article on Larry Meredith's
Chapel serviced sent me on a real
nostalgia trip (I was involved in
several of them, you see).
I was enraged by the description
of the slaughter of the two teachers
by the young drunk, and was sad
dened by Tony Kissane's fme tribute
to John Lennon.
I was embarrassed by the respon-

ses to the "How Has Inflatio n Affec
ted Your Social Life" questio n and
was disturb ed by your report on ' drug
use.
I was unmo ved by your spo�:t s
colum ns (as usual-- l ' m not a sport s
fan), and was irrita ted by your "day
care center " editor ial.
And all of these emot ions and
the thou ghts they have chur ne
up
l��d m e o suggest a recip e for
dail
hvmg- , Tod ay is the day- -giv
e it all
you 've got. "
Thi s recipe won 't help joh
n Len 
_
non , but It
cou ld be useful for dru nks
and drug user s (ho w can you
perf orm

d

�

well and act responsibly if
is turned o ff?)

It might be inspiring
w h o worry about social
j oyment o f life does
money), and those
manda tory class
what is expected is nor mal
life-accept it).
It even applies to uu•....,•·
like me (what good is
Make the most of today,
become one of "the bad old

y

Band Frolic not a frolic this yea
r

Dear Editor:

I would like to express my

opinion about what is commonly
referred to as Band Frolic, an ironic
name, because I have had anything
but fun, frolicsome time since our
hectic Broadway pace got underway.
The whole event has gotten out
of hand, from the stage to the
audience to the logistics that structure
the proj�t. $5 a shot to see my peers
perform is a little out of line on a
student's budget. Not to mention the
fact that half of those acts are not

Ou�Policy
T_he Pacificen is published
on Fndays on a weekly basis
by
stud_e_nts of the University of the
Pac!f1c, except during vacatio
n
penl!cfs.
Comments
from
Paclf1can readers ere welco
me
Guest colu"!n and letters to
th;
�
.
ed1tor
ere limited to 250 word
s
and should be submitte
d in
typed form by 5 p.m. Mo
nday
to the Pacificen, 3rd floor.
North
Hell.. Editorial comment dn
cam
pus ISSLfB_S refle�ts the vie
ws of
the Pac1f1can edttorie/ board.

even wo rth half tha t am
oun t
Th is yea r the BF
sla
is eve n
greater.. after all the
har d wo rk we
:
�- put m, on ly som
e of the par
_
tici pan ts wil
l be blessed wit h a
tic ket
to see the s h� w. Ma
yb e I sho uld feel
.
som e altrutstic sen
ce o f giv ing to th
Conse�atory, bu
t I'd mu ch rat he
b
ave a tick et.
As for the co mpet
itio n it seem s
as though win ning
is the only g am .
e m
town. Sadly eno
ugh it has beco
me
an ugly cutthr oat
'
business o f
h
can b �y' the b est
choreograp her
.
mustc1ans around
c ampus.

p

�

':n�

We drop our studies
our abilities to the limit in
to be entertaining for
minutes and are not even
an ym ore .
It 's time Band Frotic
major surgery , perhaps
show s with only the
form ances in each "' "'""" •
weekend. Then there
t o show us where the
g oes...a little earful of the
or Wind Ensemble, or tbe

"
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DATELINE.
SIDENOTES

T DINNER-DANCE

DO

Thursday, March 26, 198 1 ,
dents, fac ty, and . ad
on
sill
are invtted to enJOY a
dance fundraiser at
ern
din
n,
Ri verboat docked in Isleto
This event, which is not
·ssed, will raise funds t� �upUOP Lib.rary. . A deli�tous
pnme nb or chicken
featuring
rved while you may dance to
se of the original Moore' s
Dixieland Jazz Band. This
opportunity to have some
suppo rt the Library! General
$2S. Student Rate: $20. The
...,,...-a�11,.,.. will start at 6:00 p . m .
with dinner served at
cock tails
e
111 Th event is presented by
·
P· on the Council for In
. �e��u Advancement. For ticket
....-.
call946-22J 8 .

.

$10,000

The Great American
Photo Con
test with it's grand
prize of $10,000
and 458 overall win
ners is now ac
.
ceptmg
entries. Deadline Ma
rch 27
1 81 Sma.ll e try fees
are require
·
�
Wtth a spectal mcent
ive for early en
trants. All contestant
s who postmark
their entries by Februa
ry 13, 1981,
can enter an equal amo
unt of ad
ditional photos at no extr
a cost.
The Gre at American Photo
Con
test is open to amateur pho
tographers
only. There are two wid
e fields of
competition.
The General Com
petion, in which any type of
campera
can be used, includes people,
travel
nature, and open categori
es.
The
C�neral Competition offers
a grand
pnze of $10,000 plus 6 First
place
prizes of $500.00 for the color
and
black and white winner in
each

�

�

;

F.

YOU
HAVE
A
Photograph?

d

Chairman explains hassles

DRABBLE

In addition to the 458 Prizes to·
be awarded, all winners will be given
the opportunity to be published (an
important step to the aspiring
photographer) in a portfolio of win
ners at contest's end.

ELECTIONS
(From page 1)

business administration major, hopes
to increasethe commuliication be
tween the administration and stu
dents, especially on the issues of
library improvement and Spanos

Qmer suhsidizatb\ by student f'tJOO!.

·

songs,"

Davis

JUNIORS AND SENIORS

L------1J.:���!

·

offering financial support plus all lctive duty
benefits to front-running students in the .ajors
No unifor•s, no hlircuts, no
listed above.
"drills."' Vou continue to do your best 11 1
stud•nt free fro• 1ny distractions, and get paid
In addition, you Ire guaranteed 1 coe
for itJ
aission as an officer in the nuclear Navy. in
cluding 1 full year of post-gr•duate engi�eering
�equire�ents:
Have 3.0 or better in
treining.
technical courses, u.s. Citizen. no •ore thin
21 years old upon grldUition, Male only {involves
duty in co•bat vessels.}

to Spencer, new
set to prevent future
unicatkm problems similar to
causing all the problems.
cancellation now has to be
or verbal form, presented

�)IIJII

Flye;s

printed with UOP maps
regulations,
school
if distributed in the
community.
F'tnally, OSL stated again that
dances or parties connot be
the public.
the UOP community can
••1an:�t.. in
these social events.

UP TO

$1,000

PER MONTH
OR MORE FOR
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NAVY OFFICER S GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST

How About an
Engineering
Career in
Los Angeles?

COMPETITIVE SALARIES
AND BENEFITS

•

•

PLANNING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS
QUALITY ASSUR ANCE

8�1

d Placement
Contact Career Planning
e to or c all:
r
w
or
ol
Center at your scho
1cer
ul·tmen t Off
Ray Adams. Engi ne eri ng R
er
d
Pow
an
ter
a
Los Angeles Department 0
Room 503, P.O. BOX 111
L os Angeles, C A 90051
Telepho ne (213) 481-4542

��

Professional Engineering
Organization
Adrancement Based on Merlf

fOO%

•

Tulflofl Reimbursement tor
Graduate Study

•

Career and Location Stability

•

Retirement and Disability Plan

•

No Social Security Contributions

•

Paid Orertlme for Professionals

•

Generous Vacation and Holidays

•

Credit Union

•

Relocation Assistance

y·Afflrmative Action Employer
ymen1 Opportumt
An Equal E mplo
n.
iewing on your campus soo
We will be Interv
e
Offic
d
ment
Place
an
ng
e a er Plann i
Check y our
rvi ew appoi ntment.
i
nte
for

��

_____
_

tant potential source of ASUOP
revenue was eliminated.
On the calendar unification
issue, Rurik supports the Board of
Supervisors' position of wanting to
keep some sort of intensified topic
time as in a 4- 1 -4 system.

DanSivas
Dan Sivas, a junior majoring in
Business Administration is a can
didate for ASUOP President. Sivas
expressed his greatest concern as
problems in ASUOP's relations with
the administration.
"In the years past, there's been a
lot of friction between :ASUOP and
the administration," he said. "This
year we've started to work with the
administration instead of fighting
with them. Listening to their views is
as important as expressing our own,
he stated.
Sivas also emphasized the impor
tance of the inadequacy of the
library. ''A complete facility is im
portant to the university. The ad
ministration assures us that expan
sion plans are underway, and it's only
a matter of time and dollars before it
comes to pass," said Sivas. Citing
again the need for a continued good
com!Tlunication between the ad-.
ministration and students, Sivas said
that this open relationship is the key
to this project being carried o••t .
"This is our university and our
input on tts planning must be con-

sidered in all decisions," he said.
"What we want is being overlooked
by the administration, but we can
change this simply by being heard
through ASUOP," stated Sivas.
Sivas is in full support ot the
continuation of Winter Term and
a�inst the unification of the calendar.
Sivas believes a major advantage to
UOP is its uniqueness and its calen
dar systems.
"Students have ex
pressed their desire to continue with
Winter Term, and recommendations
from the faculty have been in favor of

it as well," he said. "I expect the
administration to make a decision on
the calendar in light of these
opinions."
If elected to the office of
president, the first change on Sivas's
agenda will be "to find what the
Pacific students want ASUOP to do
with their money, in terms of services
and social activities . " To do this, he
plans to survey the student body.

(See ELECTIONS, page 1 0)

CLASSIFIED

PLANNED PARENTHOOD, bi:rth Control
services and supplies, Pregnaucy Testing
and Information for women or men. Two
locations in downtown and North Stockton.
One location in Tracy.

Low cost or free.

Confidential, open to all. Call 466-2081 for
information or appointments.

_______ ,

MERCEDES

BENZ-1969 280SL Roadster.

Rebuilt engine,

new

transmission.

records, extraordinarily clean.

Sperm

donors

Dr. Sud's office,
nurse.

All

462-3457.

needed-Infertility

Center,

call 957-7056 and ask for

Your
Large-Scale
Career
Alternative
Is Coming
Wednesday, Mach 18

�

0
0
0
0
0

YEARS!

5330-C Power Inn Road
Sacramento, Ca. 95820
ENGINEERING PROGRAMS
(
916)
383-5387 collect
Jack Monger

Openings available with the
Dep artment of Water and
Power for engineering graduates
In Electrical Mechanical and
Civil eng1ne ring with strong
te chnical training and good
communications skills.

I'U. �\IE 1'..£
OU\..1 6UR&ER,
�E:'{ t

category.
The Instant Developing
Competition, in which only instant
process cameras are used, offers a
grand prize of $1000.

"Some groups take a penalty
Rurik feels that the existing
point because they are unable to
communication gap between students
St1ff Writer
change their song because of a
and administration can be remedied
excitement of Band
duplication," she continued. "It's
ual
ann
The
with more direct interaction between
the decision of the living group."
will culminate in 18 shows Feb.
student representatives, the ASUOP
at the Conservatory, yet there
A lot of the living groups have
Board of Supervisors, and dorm
little frolic over rule enforcecomplained about the great amount
councils.
of competitiveness involved.
and competitiveness.
"I
He supports a proposal that both
wouldn't mind seeing competitive
"We want to maintain a level of
student upesentatives and �
and non-competitive groups," stated
but the re hasn't been much bemembers attend the Board of Super
Owens, "yet we want the groups to
of hassles over the rules," said
visors meetings to express student
Judy Owens, Band Frolic
look beyond the competitiveness
opinions and needs.
Con1mit' tee Chairman. "The
because it's only one aspect of Band
The campus library is a facility
there to provide structure
Frolic."
that Rurik perceives as having been
damage to the Conser
"neglected for the past 10 years. He
Band Frolic's number one con
sound equipment."
would like to see the building put into
cern, according to Owens, is to raise
One of the more controversial
money for the band organization as
"respectable condition" with more
oont,M•La..stipulates that songs may not be
well as to provide a means for recruit
books, periodicals and space. He in
in different shows. "With
tends to use his influence as president
ment. The price has gone up from
to call this issue to the attention of
last year's $4 to $5.
g roups performing, it would
to listen for five hours to the
administrators.
"The reason for the increase is
that it's going to cost more to go on
Although he believes that the
Owens said.
administration is generally responsive
tour this year," she said.
Participant spectator lists have to students, he disagrees with a
been reduced because of the Conserv
Finance
Center
proposal
that
atory's limited seating capacity. "It's ASUOP donate funds to subsidize the
also a safety precaution," said
Spanos Center.
Owens.
Rurik explains that there will be
"If there was a fire, and people no ramp or driveway built to connect
were sitting in the aisles, not many the center's main floor to the out
Davis didn't inform him at
would be safe," she noted. "We doors; this means that musical groups
took a percentage of those who will have no way of transporting their
only replied that the dance
showed up and gave out tickets for heavy equipment to the main floor.
DOI.tllll•bc:m cancelled.
"It won't be possible to have
those living groups. "
There are 1 0 steering committee concerts at the Spanos Center for this
members, of which nine are Conserv reason," Rurik said. Consequently,
atory students, and one faculty ad he feels that student funds should not
Spencer and several represensubsidize the center, since this imporfrom Alpha Phi Alpha asked . visor, Dr. C. Dale Fjerstad .
to attend the Feb. 1 7
Burns Tower with
form OSL. But Davis
reporters admittance. "It's a
between Student Life and
$27,000 SCHOLARSHIP S
Alpha," she stated.
E NGINEERING, PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS
did not comment on the
aftetwards. The information
AND CHEMISTRY MAJORS
result of the meeting was obWhy wilt till 1fter you gr1du.te to get �ld for
The N1vy Nuclear Power Progra• Is
your skillS•
representatives of Alpha

By Marci a Peterson

by Kevin Fag·an

Amdahl, the progressive computer company
that offers an alternative in large-scale
systems, is coming to tell you about our large
scale career opportunities.
Contact the Career Planning and Placement
Center for positions available and an interview
appointment.

amdahl
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T h e ca n d i d ates s pe a k

o ut
Sco tt Rurik
Candidate
fo r
Presiden t

Jo an Knigh t
Candidate
fo r
V. -President
What do you deserve from your ASUOP Vice
President? You deserve to be informed of matters concer
ning your welfare as a UOP student . You deserve student
representatives letting you know what they are doing, and
how they doing their job.
You deserve your interests
represented on each committee and board which deals with
your college life . In essence , you deserve student represen
tatives serving as an extension of your interests and concerns.
Issues facing us during 1 98 1 - 1 982 include use of the
Spanos Events Center, the effects of the loss of Winter
Term, the possible tuition increase. These issues affect you,
the real supporter of UOP, and I want to keep you informed.
As Vice-President, I would implement a monthly newletter
for campus living groups and off campus students, outlining
issues, what has taken place, and my actions on those issues.
This would give you a chance for feedback so I could be an
extension of your interests and needs !
I am qualified to do this . As an example, I have worked
as a coordinator for the University Center Programs Coun
cil, and in that two years I coordinated the Homecoming
Queen festivities, and will coordinate Monte Carlo Night.
These experiences show my ability and willingness to work
with administrators and students, to organize and com
municate with large groups, to give time, and to work for

rtudent interests.
Elect someone to work as an extension of your interests
elect Joan Knight, ASUOP Vice-President.
needs,
3nd

me unique opportunities, scholastically
But why do 1 want to be your ASUOP
and socially .
President? I would like to channel my time and energy back
into the university and help all students gain as much as

possible from Pacific.
. Despite having �ontributed to and gained from several
campus organizations, I am not closely affiliated with any.
This is a distinct advantage for you as I will be able to serve
the whole campus and not favor any segments.
I strongly believe that quality representation begins with
students exercising their powers . . . . their vote and their
voice. This may seem like an old campaign theme, however,
now more than ever, students must present a loud, unified
voice. Over the next months,decisions will be made that will
affect Pacific's future. The first exercise for you is to vote
. . . . choose your representatives.
Communication lines also need improvements . Ron
Pool has made significant in-roads in this area but there is
more to be done. If chosen by you, I will work closely with
you, for only then can I truly be representative of you. In
addition, I would like the ASUOP Board of Supervisors to
work closely with the numerous student representatives on
campus committees. If these representatives were required
to inform tile Supervisors of actions taken or being con
sidered, they could express the students' opinion, not merely
their personal views.
Remember, vote on March 3 or 4. I am looking forward
to working with and /or you.

� � :

Pam Stanley
Candidate
fo r
V. -President
W e have had enou�
.
be differ en t.
This year . must
fram ewo rk of the Pc!St
UOP The new
radical ch�n e I �
N ow it must be given a
a so n d on e .
two years IS asic
stro ng, you ng prograllls
here are ma ny
chance to wo rk. T
In lin e wi th this, 1 fee�
h full po ten tia l.
that have yet to reac
wing areas .
can expand in the follo

t ��

�

first yea r jitters ar� over,
re responsible , ac.
develop mt? a mo
. stud ent governme
The Board must now
m
As thei r voic e m
'
cessi'ble orgaru' zation
grows so will yours
one of us IS a ffect ed bY _ the cost or
B ok Co-Op--Each
on a col leg e bud get . . It Is �P to us,
books and their imp act
blo w. Sch ool s nation-Wide SPQn.
the students to soften the
:
erable suc ces s . W hy not UOP?
sor book co ops with consid
era l larg e bulletm boards and
1 propose starting wit h sev
h
wit boo ks to buy or sell
lots of index cards . Th ose
pho � e num ber . ) Students ser.
flll out a card (including their
d fust step .
.
ving students . . . this is a very goo
lem betw een co�st1tuen:
Constituent Scho ols-- The prob
he answ er IS com.
.
schools and ASUOP is dista nce
.
It
do
munication . Let' s stop talk ing and
ce for you to vVIII UidiD
chan
A
ms-Foru
Open
A SUOP
ng abo ut it. We need
to the people who can do som ethi
o�t� the campus
and
e
bring ASUOP out of the offic
.
to you about Soci al, Foru m, and Pub hcity
A S UOP Fees-- The probl em is not that students do

f Supervisors--Th�

Board o

·

�

·
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get their mone y's worth .

Jo e Hartley
Can dida te
fo r
Presiden t

Dan Sivas
Candidate
fo r
President

Gary A legre
Candidate
fo r
V. -President
The Vice -President of ASUOP has two main functions.
One is to work with the ASUOP President..i n the ASUOP of
fice matters and programs. The other is to represent all the
student's needs and perspectives to the University Ad
ministration.
As Vice-President, I will stand behind my fellow studen
ts on the controversial issues . I am not afraid to disagree
with the administration on certian issues where the student's
are being left out or where we are not being properly infor
med. For example how many of us know exactly where are
tution money is going. I've been trying to find out for the
last week and I still can't get a clear answer.
Also, we are not being informed on all the facts behind
the important issues . Like, 'Are we going to be able to hold
concerts in the Event Center even though they didn't build a
ramp down to the bottom floor? ' 'What's the hold up with
the expansion of the library? ' 'Why are they constructing the
engineer building in that location withput getting any student
input? ' If I am elected Vice-President I will get the answer to
these questions and then make sure they get publicized.
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• To be part of the University of the Pacific means a lot to
me....:.I feel A..il'eat deal of loyalty and admiration for our
university and its students. A sense of pride arises in me
when the university achieves a new goal. I feel privlidged to
attend the Pacific.
I do not want to leave this university without some im
pact. I do not simply want to fulfill my requirements, take
my diploma and run. I want to have made some con
tribuuon to the students here and those to come.

To be your ASUOP President wou(d give me the oppor
tunity to do that. I want this chance to represent you more
than all the things I have done since I have been here.
ASUOP was organized to benefit all of us. It functions
as a service to the students as well as vehicle to express
student concerns to the administration. I feel that these roles
are equally important in ASUOP. The proper implemen
tation of these duties in ASUOP can make this a successful
organization with a strong voice on this campus.
The influence that ASUOP can have in this university
can make the Pacific a place in which each of us are proud. I
will promise you a genuine effort on my part to make this the
place we want it to be.

In order to provide the leadership that ASUOP
experience is the key. As president of the Residence
Association and as a Student Advisor, I have been
to the needs and problems of students . I have received
exoerience of working with various organizations,
and the administration that the positi on of
president needs .
Experience alone won't improve ASUOP however.
would like to address the following concerns as
President:
1 . STUDENTS: FIRST PRIORITY-- I want
to speak more clearly and loudly to the adminstration on
issues that directly effect students . The needs of
must be considered rather than ignore d . A SUOP must
firmly, for exam ple, that the Span os Cent er be
a
fa�ili!Y , with unbiased contr ol and stude nt
use given
pnonty .

P_ 1

2 . COO ER TION-- I wan t ASU OP to
provide a
se of �o�m uruc at10n and coop erat
ion amo ng the clubs
orgamzations at UO P . By shar
ing info rma tion uu i.Jll...,......
of p�ogram can be redu ced . Wh
�
ich will imp rov e rori><>IIVlillll
and mnovatiOn.

EN G I N E E R I N G / S CI E N C E
· M AJO RS

RE P R E S E N TAT I VE S O F O N E O F T H E
'
WOR LD S LA R G E ST EMPLO Y E R S
W I L L SOON B E

I NT E R V I EW I N G ON

CAMP U S ! ! !
IF YOU ' RE

INTERE STED IN :

A n o p p o r t u n i t y t o' a p p l y
y o u r e d u c a t i o n i n a re a s o f
t e c h n i c a l ma na g e m e n t ,
t ea c h i ng o r resea r c h
* A j o b w i t h re s p o n s i b i l i t y
* A j o b t ha t r e q u i r e s
s k i l l a nd l ea d e rs h i p
*

Don Malone invites you to select your Fashion Ap
parel from a selection of European Designers. Con
temporary and American Fashions for men.
Need Alterations on your present wardrobe? Bring
it In to our full time Tailor.
Shop Monday thru Friday 10-5:30 Thurs till 7, Satur
day till S.

1 503 ST MARK'S PLAZA

Venetian Gardens · 951 ·9673

T A L K T O T HE
TATIVES :

U.s.

NAVY R E P R E S E N 

Jack Monger
916-383-5387
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fhe Emp loy me nt Ga me

�

_

Prep are for th e _WPC nam esake; a �shiek/ explorer, author,
a ll- imp o rtan t · archaeolog ist iln d multimillionaire all in one
in terv ie w
B y Cheryl Darby

An interview is defin�d as a m�eting in which a person is asked
views. It ca� easily be ';!Sed m determining one's future career,
bOUt his
leads to reason 1ts extreme Importance to a student.
College stud�nts must fully recognize the advantage they have over
kers m that they are automatically guaranteed an interview
odJer job-s�
ter by t�e Placement Center on campus. Anyone in a non
rui
rec
a
b
.
tit
college onented envrronment would have to apply for an interview, send
e and hope to b� chose� by th e: e� pl '?yer and then proceed
i1 tbeir resum
oaw rd. For a UOP student, m seekmg the wt1al mterview
a
, those latter
Even so, the student should properly and
•cps are unn ecessary.
CIJ'Cfully prepare himself for the interview .
The ini tial interview usually lasts 20-25 minutes and the recruiter in
iews approximately 1 0- 1 5 students a day. In those 20-25 minutes you
!CfV
aeed to answer questions and identif¥ yours�lf to the employer who then
a��kes an analysis �ased on your pos!hve pomts and decides whether you
lit right for the JOb .
You � prev10�s work experience, your goals,
personal
te
and
mformation must be condensed into that
rou
ic
�cm
1110u nt of time.
Jackie Nadel, the recruiter for Bechtel Corporation, disclosed some
ialportant points concerning techniques in interviewing. Prior work ex
perience and the ability to recognize production in a large company, she
acceptance is not just based on your
said, comes first on her list.
pde-poi nt average; we're lookmg for hard facts. '
"Think i>efore speaking," Ms. Nadel advised, "and never answer
ns with just a 'yes' or a 'no.' Explain yourself. " Inconsistent an
uestio
q
swers, whether written or spoken, will give the interviewer a poor im
pression of the individual. Responsibility is another important factor;
the employer is seeking out a responsible person who will be able to meet

�cb

Every weekday students at UOP
attend classes in Wendell Phillips
Center, a building once described as a
" temple to our sheik," without any
notion of who this "sheik" is or why
the building was named after him.
Originally called the Academic
Facilities Building when built in 1 966,
the building was renamed in 1 968 in
honor of Dr. Wendell Phillips, a
archaeologist,
explorer,
famous
economic advisor, author, sheik and
multi millionaire.
Phillips' extensive career began
after graduation from the University

.

ties.
J::::�-----.1 bisduWhat
are your goals? A classic question asked by all employers.

�esidenf

An
bonestand realistic response would be acceptable. On the other hand, an
unacceptable response would be looking too far ahead of yourself. Be
explicit and consistent in your answers.
Why did you apply to this particular company? That's the next
question you'll have to answer. The employer will concern himself with
your interests and familiarities with the activities of detail-oriented
people. M s . Nadel describes two different types of people: "contact
people" who deal directly with people on the phone and in person, and
"paper people who work writing out their contacts on paper.
Verbal communication is essential in an interview. Employers are
in someone who is open-minded and is able to make himself
,m:�
l
.• .. l'�:u
-·iAr.tnnrl . Don't be introverted ! You must have the drive to point
in the right direction. Showing pride in yourself and your work
another trait they look for .
All employers notice your presentation and whether you are well8oom,ed or not. Practice presenting yourself neatly, politely and ex
. It may determine your future career in life.

Following is a list of intervie ws which will be administered on UOP
aunpus by representatives of a variety of companies and schools. Inter
ritws are scheduled through the week of Feb. 27-March 6. For more in

formation, contact the Career Placement Cen ter immediatley.

Employ_er!School

Major

,

kngr.
B,A
EE, S, M, CS
Acct.
Engr.
EE, CE
B

M, S, CS, EE, CE
A
B

Underwriters
Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance
Hughes
Fox & Co.
L . A . Co. Dept. of Water & Po wer
Mare Island Naval Shipyard
Mobil Oil
TR W
Handyman/Homers
TR W
Mujor Key
A cct.
A
Engr.
LA

Electrical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Compu ter Science
Business

A ccounting
A I/ Majors
Engineering
Liberal A rts

T
AND FA C UL T Y DISCOUN

'

EH EFI

4555 North Pen hin g

Avenue

in Venetian Squ are

957-2201

Largest Selection

POR TED
FR ESH COFFEE BEANS IM
E WOR LD
FROM THR OUGHOUT TH
Blends fro m Arabian Sa

na ni to Yukon
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Arabia in 1 952, where the BalHarith
numerous honorary degrees from
the adventures of the building's
tribe gave him the title of sheik, an
namesake. It might add some ex
universities around the world.
honor no other American has ever
Next time you find yourself
citement and flavor to the W. P. C.,
received .
and UOP, something from which we
daydreaming in a Wendell Phillips
At the request of Said Bin
Center classroom, try to remember
can all benefit from time to time.
Taimur, Sultan of Oman, Phillips
and his expedition entered Oman in
1 95 2 to excavate the ancestral home
of Sinbad the Sailor, Sumhuram, and
the ancient frankincense spice capital.
Phillips and the �ultan became
good friends and Phillips was appoin
ted his economic advisor, represen
tative and Director of Antiquities, a
position Phillips held for over 1 6
years.
In 1 953, the Sultan offered
Phillips the oil concession to the
province of Dhofar, an area about
the size of Ohio. With this and ad
ditonal concessions in Oman, Libya
and Venezuela, Phillips became a
and was once
multimillionaire
recognized as the world's largest oil �
Other concessions !
concessionaire.
from the Sultan include 350 miles of 1
offshore lands on the Persian Gulf 8
and 450 miles on the Indian Ocean.
Above stands the University of the Pacific's Wendell Phillips
Phillips has written several
Center named after the famous explorer and "sheik . "
books on the Middle East and holds
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Flashback
By Julie Lyons
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Wend ell Phillip s
of California, Berkeley in 1 943, when
he joined the U. S. Merchant
Marines. Four years later, Phillips
conceived, organized and directed the
largest scientific expedition to leave
the United States, the Cairo to
Capetown University of California
African Expedition.
expedition,
this
Following
Phillips founded and headed the
American Foundation for the Study
of Man which microfilmed the entire
library at the Nonastery of St.
Catherine's in the Sinai Peninsula for
the Library of Congress.
o Phillips headed several ar
ch ological expeditions into South
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D i n i ng H a l l Bl ues ,

G et those pa rents o ut
f or s o � e f a m i ly d i ni n g
back and get ready for the meal. The
waitress will gladly bring you as much
as you can eat, so by all means enjoy
and don't skimp. The fried chiCken 1s
Lots of Parents are probably
crisp and light, and is served hot.
coming up for band frolic this week
Our second entree was a delicious
and surely will want to take you out
serving of barbequed beef ribs, with a
to dinner. Stockton offers some fine
tangy sauce. The vegtable was cut
family-style restaurants which are
broccoli and the mashed potatos were
sure to get that dining-hall taste out
hot and came with melted butter and
of your mouth.
We have two
sprinkled paprika.
suggestions.
The desserts are available at adThe Big Yellow House · (March
ditional cost but well worth it. Their
Ln and 1-5) O l i o.:• � 1 annl}' �lyle-dining
specialty is cheesecake, but we like
in a quaint at mosphere. For a single
the chocolate mousse pie better. Ice
price of $5 .95, Yellow Houst- serves
cream is also available.
you all you can eaL of two main cour
The biggest problem with The
ses-one is always fried chicken, and
Big Yellow House was that they try to
the other varies from day to day. In
rush you through your !Ileal. Take
cluded with the main course is
your time though, and enjoy it-don't
vegtable, mashed potato, soup, salad,
let the waitress push you.
and our favorite, corn bread.
Right next to the Big Yellow
The service is fair, partially
House is Stuart Anderson's Black
because of the shared responsibilities.
Angus Resturant (2605 W. March
We had three waitresses on our visit,
Ln.). The Black Angus is a chain
each bringing different courses, and
steakhouse
with restaurants in eleven
the lack of continuity was a bit
western states and Canada. They
disturbing.
have designed a very successful
The food is fabulous, however,
a
mixing
formula,
marketing
and more than makes up for the slight
pleasant,
mQre
expensive
dining
atThe
inconsistency of the service.
mosphere with decent, inexpensive
meal begins with a basket of assorted
'choice' beef entrees. The decor is
crackers and a superb cheese spead.
' High Tech' Ranch style, creatively
Don't fill up on that though, because
blending modern woodwork with well
after the crackers comes the house
designed, smoked glass booths to
specialty, home-made corn bread. A
ma e an interesting and comfortable
delicious honey-butter is served with
eatmg
area.
.
it and really compliments the hot,
The Black A ngus bar has happy
crumbly fresh baked bread. Again,
hour from 4 to 7, serving well drinks
the tendency is to fill up on the part
at 75 cents. The hors d' oeuveres are
of the meal so be careful, there is still
free, but the plates are so tiny, that
much to come.
we had to make several trips back to
The soups usually are cream or
the buffet just to sample everything.
chowder soups. The night we went
A new feature at the Black
we got a delicious corn chowder
A ngus are the lunches which are serserved piping hot in a tureen . One
ved from 1 1 to 4. You may order
person in you group ladels it out into
smaller portions of some of the dinthe bowls. This adds to the closeness
ner plates of choose from the nice
of this dining experience and makes
selection of burgers and sandwiches.
for a real intimate meal.
One of the more interesting sanAfter the soup comes the salad,
dwiches �n t e menu is the " Beef Enwith your choice of three dressings,
counter, w1th roas� beef and chedthe best of which is their house
dar cheese on gnlled sourdough
dressings, which resembles a ranch
bread. The prices for the sandwiches
style dressing.
are reasonable making this an extra
Now that the salad is done. settle

Jeff Levy and Ted Gibbings
Staff Writ�r

�

�

good lunch break . They also serve avariety of salads mcluding shrimp
louie and a great sounding combination a taco salad and margaritas.
Also featured for lunch are omellettes
and an " I ' ll have what the chef likes
today" special. Although we haven't
tried it yet, the lunch at Black Angus
sounds like a great place to have tunch with the boss or for any nice occassion.
The dinners at Black Angus
range in price from $5 .95 to $ 1 1 .95
and all are accompanied with green
salad, baked potato or rice pilaf and
toasted bread. Our salad consisted of
overly large pieces of lettuce and a
very skimpy amount of house
dressing. (which tasted just like
italian ! ) The one price Quality dinners at $6.95 are fair but not what
we'd call good. Both the beef kabob
teriyaki and the steak teriyaki were ·
ordered medium rare and while the
steak was slightly well, the beef
kabob was very rare.
The meat
boasted a faint taste of teriyaki buy
unfortunately, it didn't really taste
like steak until it was doused with A- 1
sauce. One of the big disappointmen
ts was the shortage of vegetables on
the kabob. It had one small piece of
bell pepper, one small mushroom
one slice of onion and no cherr
tomato. When we asked for a kabob
with a tomato the waitress cheerfully
brought us a cherry tomato, uncooked! At this point we decided to
give up on the one price Quality din
ners.
Our companion thouroughly enjoyed the prime rib and crab dinner
for $ 1 0.95. The portion of meat was
large and served medium rare as
requested.
The sourcream hor
seradish sauce was good but could
have been heavier on the horseradish.
The crab legs were sweet and extra
delicious when dipped in the accoltlr
paning melted butter.
Basically, Black Angus is great
for a $ 1 0 and up meal, like when the
folks are up visiting.
But for a
cheaper steak dinner you're better
'
off elsew6ere.

;

"

Civic performs �P. s. , . Your Ca t is Dead'
" P . S. Your Cat is Dead" by
James Kirkwood (Pulitzer Prize win
ning co-author of "A Chorus Line")
begins a five-weekend run at
Stockton Civic Theatre on Friday,
February 27, at 8:30 p. m . There will
be the usual opening night pre-curtain
reception at 7 :30 in the theatre's
lower lobby.
Called "raunchily funny" by
Clive Barnes of the New York Post,
"P. S. Your Cat is Dead" is a very
adult and sophisticated comedy. It is
recommended for mature audiences
only.
This modern comedy takes place
.
m a loft apartment in New York on
New Year's E'Ve. Jimmy Zoole, a
Broadway actor played by Bob Lenzi,
has recently been robbed twice, fired
from the play he has been rehearsing
e�n �ritten out of a TV soap oper
m wh1ch he was appearing, and now

�

finds that his live-in girl-friend, Kate,
played by Jenifer Rose, is leaving him
for
a
fast-thinking
university
professor, Fred, played by Rob
Crawford. And his cat is on the
critical list at the animal hospital.
Jimmy
then
discovers
the
burglar, Vito, played by Antonio
Teixeira, hiding under his bed--about
to rip him off for the third time. Set
ting out to avenge himself, Jimmy
knocks Vito out, ties him to the kit
chen sink and keeps him prisoner
over New Year's.
What happens
during this time--hilarious, shocking
and moving--is the upbeat story, as
these
two
disparate
characters
develop a most unusual friendship,
i nterrupted by the return of Kate with
her new boy-friend.
This bizarre comedy has been
directed by Ron Ackerman and the
New York loft setting was designed

�
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By Mike Bross
Starr Writer

The South Bronx, New York. 70
percent of the population does not
speak English as a first language
(mainly Spanish-speaking Puerto
Ricans). Only 4 percent of the police
force speak Spanish. The crime rate
is astonishing. And these policemen
are up against a never ending battle'
versus drug pushers and prostitutes,
murderers and thieves. Not much of a
vacation paradise, eh?
Fort Apache, The Bronx, a 20th
Century Fox release starring Paul
Newman, Edward Asner and Ken
Wahl, effectively captures the un
believable, sordid and at times
unrealistic world.
Newman stars as Murphy, an 1 8year veteran cop of the 4 1 st precinct,
located in the heart of the Bronx.
Murphy is a tough, but likeable
policeman who's divorced from his
wife. He spends most of his nights
getting drunk at the local bar andr \las;
!
no future except to pick up a full
n
sion when he retires from the fore .
Newman's partner is portrayed
' by Ken Wahl, a young good looking

g

The stren h of the movi e is in
and
Wahl
between
teraction
Newm an, on the beat or in dealin g
with their privat e lives; It's young
versus old, a longtim e police man �ho
will always be a cop versus part
timer .
The plot follows a predict able,
but always exciting and shockin g
trail. Once a corrupt and overrun
police precinct, the station attempts
• to make a turn-arou nd when a new,
take-no-bul l captain (played by Ed
ward Asner) is brought i n . Asner
assigns the force to go all out i n at
tempting to find a cop killer. But
their over zealous arresting tactics in
cite the Bronx community riot . I n
quelling t h e riot, Newman and Wahl
happen to see another policeman
murder a non-rioting youth . They're
left with the decision of whether to
turn i n the cop or turn their heads.
Newman struggles over what to do,
but in the cetd he acts predictabl y .
Though this predictability does
take away a bit of suspense from the
picture, the casting and strong acting

make t h i� movie s�and abov�
the dull , cops and robbers .
,
we ve seen m the last few
From the stars down to the
players , all give very believable
realis tic perfo rman ces .
, There h a s been some corltr....llf""'""
stirred u p b y Fort A pache, The
as many Puerto Rican and
groups have protested the
because o f its portrayal of their
groups to be totally
crime and violence. And I
some ways there people are m•·-··��,

valWJ pciD1. I mtm1

r¥:t ooe

Puerto Rican who wasn't
pusher, drug user, pimp,
m urder or robber. It also
me that the only people
with crime in the Bronx
elderly white people. The
over do it by making the
like a total war zone, with •'-·--·-····
being the only ones having
cern for the Law.
I n all l l iked Fort
Bronx. I believe it is a
sould be seen, even with
cies. Newman, Asner and
all good. While Y.Q )l're uialf,J.:,,.-·movie though, take a hard
how there ethnic groups
trayed and make your own -'·"'"""_.,

:�v;_':falii&Dtse

FREE

by Nick Elliott.
The Friday and Saturday per
formancr � at 8:30 p. m. will continue
through March 28, and there will be a
Sunday matinee on March 22 at 2:30
p. m. plus a Thursday performance
on March 26 at 8:30 p. m .
Tickets are $6.00 on weekends
and $5.00 on Sunday and Thursday
for adults, and $4.00 and $3 .00
respectively for full-time students.
Reservations may be made by calling
the Box Office at 463-68 1 3 at any
time, day or night. The box office at
the theatre (Willow and Monroe
Streets) will be open from 1 to 5 p. m .
o n Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
beginning February 26.
Theatre-goers, including season
ticket holders, are reminded that
telephone reservations will be held
until 8 : 1 5 p. m . of the day of the per
formance, at which time any tickets
not picked up will be sold. All seats
not sold at 8:25 p. m . may be pur
chased by students with identifying
cards for $ 1 .00 each on a frrst come
'
first served basis.

•
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oo r t h e m e _ fo r S tyx ' s l a t e s t L P
�
e i r m o s t c o m m e rc i a l ef fo rt
Bv Ke v in Ba rt ra m
·�;nter binment Editor

ve done i t once more.
ft'ell, they'
owered, ultra com
h-p
the hig
quintet from Chicago has on
released a nice, tidy set of
singles and a sure millionalb l! m s good or
Wheth er . the
, JS d1fficult for
mnane
r
istic o
In
some ways, I
ne.
rmi
ete
d
like " Paradise Theatre "- it
somt: very catchy tunes,
like Queen's latest LP The
and the vocals (both h armony
very smooth, distinct
lead) are
h . (On the �ther .h �d,
notc
op
t
al b um 1s qu1te m theme of the
Basically, the
LP.
rock
a
r
fo
spen ds much time moumin;�
the closing of the classic
Theatre, an event that ocin C hicag ' in 1 9S8. They
this event to many aspects of
existence, especially from an
perspective. Now the
�
1�11, lie herein: firstly, Styx tries
. �111100
to tie this obscure theme to

!

�

dealing with love,
and all those nice things
,.ICDfll;).) with American commercial
really pulls down the
a.-101111! of the LP.
songs

J�Qe

SecOndly, why is the actuai
of the Paradise such a tragic
so that we must al l mourn over
occu rance? I don't know about
but 1 don't shed any tears when I
of an old delapadated building,
•••·WilY across the country being

closed for business. After
all, in these
days of constant urban
renewal
nearly eyery medium to larg
e city h
such a dilemma to face. This
is simply
a fact we must deal with in
our con
stantly growing, always deve
loping
world.
I'm sorry men of Styx, but
I just
can 't feel for you. You're
simply ex
ploiting
a
slightly
unfortunate
historic event for your own good
and
for the thickness of your pock
et
books.
Oetting to Panclise Thea tre's ac
tual music, it appears that Styx
is
following up many other group's
leads by simplifying and clarifying
their material. "Too Much Time On
My Hands" is very similar to Queen's
''Another One Bites the Dust ' ' as far
as lack of guitar and simplification of
beat goes. Here, Tommy Shaw's
vocals take over as they are his most
clear and innovative yet.

�

In general, the album emphasizes
the use of percussion a great deal
more than any previous Styx release.
Paradise Tbatre is balanced out by
toning down the usual guitar army
that Styx boasts and blows its
listeners out. The combined vocal
talents shine once more as Dennis
DeYoung, James Young and Tommy
Shaw provide some of the best rock
harmonies to be found.
The
same
old
prophetic,
hypocritical Styx shines through in
"Nothing Ever Goes as Planned".
Such Styx numbers are usually quite
vague as they are usually sung from

under the direction of Prof.
Buckbee, will feature Dr.
Fetsch, pianist and Miss
Victorino, soprano, on
March 3, 1 98 1 at 8: 1 5 p . m .
nno•Pnr:H<UV au d i to r ium , The
i� open t o the public.

Ibn il r-.ino1e, Hawaii, of Frerdt and
extraction , M i ss Vic-

primary
her
completed
there and came to Califor
attend 'the San Francisco
of Women , majoring in
��'���11 .._.. studying vo ice ..yith Eugene

Fulton, piano with Madame Frieaa
Leo
Siemans, and theory with
After graduation, Miss
Hovorka.
Victorino won the soprano scholar
ship at the San Francisco Conser::
vatory of Music and later the same
year won a special award at the
Metropolitan Opera auditions. She is
now studying voice with Phillip
Eaton in Berkeley.
Miss Victorino has been guest
soloist with the San Francisco Sym
Symphony,
Oakland
phony,
Sacramento Symphony, Utah Sym
phony, and the Golden State Sym-

Sharon Khazoyan

the first person and mean very little to
the ninth-graders that buy most of the
albums .

Staff Writer

·

Upcoming ASUOP Social events
include a production of Neil Simon's
play, " Plaza Suite" , performed by
the Alpha Omega Players on March
1 5 , the Spring Jazz Band Concert ,
featuring singer Kelly Garrett and the
blue-grass band Hot Jam on May 3 .
: 'Plaza Suite" is a comedy abo �t
the hves of three couples and the1r
fu n_ny mi �adventures ?n separ�te o�cas10ns m a luxun ous su 1te m
Manhattan 's most elegant hotel.

The use of horns is increased

greatly on this album also as the suc
cess of Cornerstone, Styx's last LP,
must have led to this. Styx's horn
section appeared for the first time on
Cornerstone

but

are

even

more

prevalent on Paradise. The horns do

add much depth and make up for
some of the lost guitar sound.
"The Best of Times" is Paradise
Theatre's "Babe" as DeYoung per
forms his usual token tearjerker. The
girls love this one but it holds little ar
tistic value asides from DeYoung's
capti vati ng vocals. I can see the
hankies flailing and the girls wailing
at the rendition of this song in concert
already.
One of the catchier numbers on
the album is the horn-dominated
" Lonely People" . Unfortunately,
this is one of those songs that is
scarred and nearly ruined by the use
of the "Theatre" theme, interjected
amongst otherwise strong lyrics.
"She cares" is a sensitive, easy
rocking Tommy Shaw song con
taining typical , ultra-corny lyrics.At
this point, Shaw wails that his girl,
"treats me like a human . " Wonder
really must care!
ful. Boy, she
Isn't that basic human compassion,
Tommy? I think that most people ex
pect human treatment from casual
acquaintances, little alone a girl this
guy is so hyped about that he writes a
song for her.
Weak.

y orchestra to perform with Fetsch and Victorino

The University Symphony Or

AS U O P set fo r
p l a y , Ke l l y G a r rett

phony, and has appeared as soloist
with many Bay Area choruses and
musical groups.

Wolfgang Fetsch was born in
Germany but received much of his
training in the United States. He
holds a doctorate in piano literature
and performance from
I ndiana
University. Fetsch has toured exten
sively as concerto soloist and recitalist
in the United States and Japan. At
the lllliversity of the Pacific he serves
as Professor of piano and chairman
of Applied music.

Another song designed to appeal
to ninth-graders is "Snowblind", a
8tatant, honest one preaching of the
evils of cocaine. The lyrics here are so
simplistic that anyone with a six
o'clock news knowledge of coke
could understand them. Actually, the
song does make a good deal of honest
sense and boasts a few clever lines, so
I can't criticize "Snowblind" too
much.
Finally, Paradise Theatre, con
tains one of guitarist James Y o ung's
political numbers, this one entitled
"Half-Penny, Two-Penny. "This one
follows in the foot-steps of "Miss
America" and "Eddie" in its relation
to America and politics. James
Young for President?
Theatre
Paradise
Generally,
holds much potential. However, the
album's ridiculous theme detracts
greatly from its fairly strong material .
The apparent hypocrisy of the group
makes the listener question the
credibility of Styx. After all , if the
closing of this theater was so bad,
why doesn't the group use some of
those millions it will make from the
sales of this exploitative LP and have
the Paradise rebuilt?
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SALE - 6.99 8
Cole Porter Son!ltlool<
ELlA FI17.GERAW

The

Put a little pizazz in your life: the classics of
jazz on Verve and Emarcy. Some of the
greatest jazz recordings of the century are to
oe found here, and all of them-the entire
Verve and Emarcy catalogues-are on sale
now at Tower. 2LP sets are 6.99 each. LP or
tape (9.98 list). Single issues are 5.99 (7.98
list). Forget this rock-and -roll stuff and let's
get with it.

Jjj

MODIRN JAZZ SEXTET
D1uy Meets Sonny

ELLA PITZGIERALD
Ella & Lou1s (Armstrong)
Porgy & Bess (w/L. Armstrong)
The Cole Porter Songbook
The Rodgers & Hart Songbook
The Gershw1n Songbook
The Ellington Songbook

QIRRY MULLIGAN
Mulligan & Getz & Desmond

BILLII! HOLIDAY
History of the Real B1tlle Holiday
The First Verve Sessions
Stormy Blues
All Or Nothing At All
OSCAR III!TI!RSON
The Peterson Cot1ect1on
Return Engagement

o MI
Moan T

l£STER YOUNG

BIEN WEBSTIER
Soulv1lle
Ballads
Tenor Giants
(w/Coleman Hawk1ns)
COUNT BASIE
Men Sw1ng1ng

LESTI!R YOUNG
Mean To Me
Jazz G1ants '56
(w/Roy Eldndge)
Lester Swtngs
Pres & Teddy & Oscar
WI!S MONTGOMI!RY
Return Engagement
Small Group Recordings

------�

L-

CHARLIE IIARKI!R
The Verve Years 1948-50

1950-51
1952-54

The Charlie Parker S1des

DIZZY GILLIESIIIIE
The Rothns/S!Itt Sessions
Dlz & Getz
Diz & Roy (Eldridge)
BUD IPOWI!LL
The Genius Of Bud Powell

�
the --�
1Ye
-G

-

of

�

!!'� .

•

JOHNNY HODQIS
The Smooth One

(9.98 LIST)

r----:---::-:-:------, 16

L-

®

� It All . . . P R I NTI N G

L-------�

BILL IEVANS
Tno & Duo

J.A.T.P.
B�rd & Pres· The

ANITA O'DAY
B1g Band Sess1ons

VARIOUS
Jau At The Ph1lharmon1c
Masters of Modern P1ano
Alro·Cuban Jazz

VERVE JAZZ
5.99 LPfTAPE
(7 98 LIST)

ELLA PITZGIERALD
Live In Berlin
At Cote d'Azur (w/Duke Ellington)
STAN GI!TZ
Jau Samba (w/Byrd)
Getz & (J.) Gilberta
Gelz Au Go Go (w/A G1lberto)

GINIE KRUPAIBUDDY RICH
Ougmat Drum Battle
COUNT BASil!
Sw1ngs & Sings
OSCAR lti!TIERSON TRIO
Night Train
We Get Requests
A.C. JOBIM
Desaf1nado
WIS MONTGOMERY
Bump1n'
est Of
The B
BILL IVANS
Alone

TONY SCOn
' MUSIC For Zen MeditatiOn

EMARCY 2LP SETS
6.99 LPfTAPE

(9.98 LIST)

STAN GUZ
The Corea/Evans Sess1ons
D1z & Getz
Focus

'46 Concerls

ROY I!LDRIDGI
D1z & Roy
Jazz G1ants '56 (w/Lester Young)
Dale's Wail

FOR APRIL 1 -27:
1 1 :00 am in ASU OP office.
Sig n-u ps: Fr. Ma r. &.

�

�

YO U

� �
�
1\.,witf=f\.,OPJ! g

r------, .VERVE 2LP SETS
6.99 LPfTAPE

Sunday-T hursday: $ 1 .00*
Friday-Saturday: $5.00*
April 20) $ 5.00 *
.
· (fn·. , Apri 1 1 O-M011.,
.
.
Spnng vacat"• on ·
the rasarvat10 day.
$ 1 O.O O deposit requ1red
lo exceptions ! !
at loan store or in ASU OP office.
M ore ·ntormation
from Feb. thru April.
ay rates: $ 1 . 001person
NOTE new week
*(per parson, par night)

The Alpha Omega Players, of
the Repertory Theatre of America,
tour the United States with their per
formances. They will be presenting
" Plaza Suite" in Long Theatre on
March 15 at 8:00 p.m.
The Spring performance of the
Jazz Band will be the last one for the
semester, and the last one ever for
director Tony IGssane. This final
show will include the combined talents of the UOP Jazz Band; Kelly
Garrett, Johnny Carson' s opening act
in Las Vegas; and a local blue-grass
band, Hot Jam, who recently performed at UOP.

Stockton

6475 PAC I F IC AVENUE
I N L I NCOLN C E NT E R

DINAH WASHINGTON
The Jazz Sides
BUDDY RICH
Both S1des
OSCAR lti!TERSON
Tno In Trans111on
MAYNARD PI!RGUSON
Stratosphenc
SARAH VAUGHAN
Recorded L1ve
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SPOR TS
Ka ren 's Com me nts

Baseba l l

By K aren Komsak

The Tigers will try to strengthen
their hitting and continue their strong
pitching performances as they take on
University of San Francisco this
weekend in a league series.
Tomorrow Pacific will travel to USF
for a doubleheader beginning at
noon, and Sunday the Dons will come
to Stockton for a 1 pm game at Billy
Hebert Field .

Sports Editor

1 9 8 1 - 8 2 sea s o n w i l l see T i g e r
b a s ketba l l c o m e h o m e

"They're (USF) not the calibre
of team that San Jose or Fresno are,"
says Head Coach Tom Stubbs. "Our
chances of winning the first half of
league are slim but we want to create
momentum for the next half," he ad
ds.

'. . . Because of UOP 's amazing winning record, the
physical quirks of the building, the closeness of the crowd to
the court, and the overwhelming vocal support for the
Tigers, the Civic has developed a well-deserved reputation as

recognized in an article in Sports Illustrated ('Snakebit in the
Snakepit ', No v. 23, 1973) as one of the toughest arenas in
the country. More recently, the Los Angeles Times (Feb.
1980) featured the Civic as a first sports pagefeature. . . '

The Tigers have played in the Stockton Civic since their

1 963-64 sea-;on--after 1 9 years they'll be moving to the Alex
G . Spanos ..._'enter . Tomorrow night will be their last Pit

The winning pitch for that game
was Rob Schilling with 8 strikeouts
and allowed only 6 hits.
In the second game Pacific
scored 3 runs on 4 hits to win again 31 . Mike Jackson was 1 for 1 , walked
twice and scored 2 of UOP's 3 runs.
Greg Unger pitched 7 innings
with 2 hits and struck out 9.
The Tigers played the third game
on Sunday but came up on the short
end of the stick this time losing 2-3 .
St. Mary's Jim Hamilton hit a 3
run homerun in the 3rd inning to take
an early lead 3-0, following an error
and a single.
The Tigers closed the gap in the
4th inning with 2 runs. Bob Wayland
had a bases loaded walk, and Joe
Carrozzi drove in a run on a fielders
choice.
Pacific had an opportunity to
score in the 2nd inning with men on
2nd and 3rd but UOP bunted into a
:iouble play. The Tigers then had the
tying rnn at 2nd with one out in the
9th but back to back strikeouts ended
the game.
Pat Tobin was the leading hitter
with 2 hits, includin2 a double.
Dave Hoffmeister pitched 'well'
allowing only 7 hits.

game.
The Spanos Center, if ever completed, will supposedly
recreate some of the atmosphere of the Pit. The design of
the Pit was considered when construction of the Center was
begun . (As it looks now though, it doesn't seem like there' s
been much construction of any kind.)
For fans, though, life on campus (Spanos Center) will
mean a few changes.
•No more VFW club. No pre-game, or half-time in
toxicants.
•No access to downtown bars or other hangouts outside
of campus .
• Hanging over the railing is sure to be limited.
The Civic has been good to the Tigers; prior to this
season, they have won 1 8 1 of 2 1 2 games there for a winning
percentage of . 854. It's been good to fans; half-time at the
VFW Club .
As you go to cheer the Tigers on tomorrow night in their
last home game (which I ' m sure that everyone will attend,
right?), take a look around and say farewell to the Civic.
Goodbye to nosebleeds in some of the 'choicer' seats, good
bye to obstructed view seats, and goodbye to tradition.
Hello to A. G. Spanos and Center . . . an interesting future
in public relations and athletics.
Much success and best wishes to the Tigers next week
when they enter the PCAA Tournament ! !
- - - - - - - ---- - -------

--------------- -- ---·

The women's tennis team will face league opponent UC
Berkeley at the Stockton Marina Yacht and Tennis Club
March 3, and the women's softball team will play that same
day at Louis Park in Stockton against USF at 4 p.m. They
will then play at home again March 5 at Oak Park against
Sacramento State. These games could definitely be worth
catching. S t op by after classes and watch awhile.
---------------------

Footnote-- You � ·an always tell that it 's baseball season by
the wet weather.

SINCE 1117

H O NDA

SALES - SERVICE PARTS • ACCBSBOIUBS

UBURAICE AVAILABLE
HONDA TRAilED MECHANICS

POfO ..uKJCTS • liDDATIIS • OOOOMII IIITCIS • IOT0.11.111S

KISER BROS HONDA

Go Gre ek
I F C F RA TERN lTV RUSH
...

Last day to sign up
M onday, March 2

1 2 : 00-4 : 00
U . C . Center Patio
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Through the first 1 s
c's team statistics
acifi
P
follow s: ERA-2.82, vp,10n�m.
UOP pitchers have struck
while their opponents have
Pacific's team
only 59.
while their
.230,
is
ge
avera
have been hitting .214.
UOP has had 25 errors and
fielding average. Their
have had 20 errors and a .965
average.

�

�t

Pitcher Rob Schilling winds up and throws to a St. Mary's hitter. In that game Schilling
innings with 6 hits and 8 strike outs. For his performance in that game a n d a gainst
Pomona. he was named co-player of the week .

Baske tball. pla ys las t home, Civic

Good luck to the swimmers qualifying for Nationals
and may you have continued success!

·

only one hit in that game; a double by
Joe Carrozi, who scored on a
sacri fice by Mike Jackson who got
the RBI .
Unger, Schilling, Bret Watson
and Paul Vakay combined for a 7 hit
shut out and struck out 1 1 while
walking only 2.
Tuesday the Tigers traveled to
UC Davis, despite adverse weather,
and lost 4-8 to the Aggies.
Davis went ahead with 2 runs in

Unger

p0noma an� �t. Mary' s.
9 innings glVIng up no earntll
and struck out 1 1 . Schilling
innings allowing only 1 tarnoJ
and also struck out 1 1 .

2nd
.
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the . l st inrung and
y
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Last weekend the Tigers faced
St. Mary's in a league series, and
came away 2- 1 (games).
In the first game Pacific scored 3
runs on 2 hits. Mike Jackson broke a
1 - 1 tie in the sixth when he drove in
Rob Brzezinski and Steve Voight,
both who had walked. The other lone
hit was by Brzezinski in another in
ning. The final score was 3- 1 , UOP.

a 'pit ' (short for snakepit), sports jargon for a tough place
for visiting teams to play.
In fact, the Civic has been

·-

pit ch i ng
Pacific 's record now stands at 88 overall and 3-6 in league.
Last week the Tigers shut out Cal
Poly Pomona, Division II defending
national champions, 1 -0. Pacific had

stro

th row i n g

0

o

'.

Tiger basketball will close out
their regular season tomorrow night
when they face league powerhouse
San Jose State at 8:05 p.m. in the
Stockton Civic Auditorium.
Pacific will try to gain momen
tum for the PCAA Tournament to be
played next week in Anaheim, by ad
ding another win to their 3-9 league
record, 1 3- 1 1 overall.
Going into the tourney with a
low seeding, Pacific will play one of
the top teams in the league. That
team could very well be San Jose,
currently number two in the PCAA.
A win against them now could be an
edge for the Tigers next week.
Prior to last night's game against
Utah State, the Tigers were coming
<?ff of a four game loss record,

��Swimming
.

By Thomas Rohan
Starr Writer

"The hard work during January
and February is going to pay off, "
says Swim Coach Dennis Nugent. He
sees both men's and women's teams
as standing a very good chance of
qualifying for the national meet (next
month) when they travel to Stanford
this weekend.

however, Head Coach Dick Fichtner
is still optimistic.
"We have been improving
steadily despite not winning, " says
Fichtner. " It began with the Fuller
ton game when we came back to tie it
in the second half. We're getting the
improvement we need to win. I'm
encouraged and the players are en
couraged," he continues.
Last week on the road the Tigers
lost to Long Beach State 73-83 , and
UC Irvine 82-90. Pacific trailed UC
Irvine by just one point with less than
three minutes left but saw the win slip
away as UCI broke an NCAA record
by completing 34 of 34 free throw at
tempts .
When UOP takes on San Jose
tomorrow they will face a team that

p re ps

to

"If the swimmers succeed in at
taining their lifetime best they will
have won personally," said Nugent.
Nugent also said that he has the
utmost confidence in the teams.
"Both teams' members are dedicated
and have worked extremely hard to
get to where they are," says Nugent .
This has been demonstrated in the
past meets the teams had against
Stanford, San Diego State, and UC .
Irvine. The men had four lifetime
best and 19 season best swims. The

v41/orda6/e l!ools
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has relied on its defense a great deal.
San Jose is among the nation's top
ten defensive units and their zone
defense had caused Pacific to shoot
.3370Jo from the floor in the first
meeting of the teams, which the Spar
tans won 58-SO.
"This will be a challenging week
for us and it really points out one of
the amazing things about our con
ference," says Fichtner. "There are
so many variables involved and so
many different types of teams in the
P<:AA. Each opponent presents a
uruque problem. "
Tomorrow will be the Tigers last
g�e to be played in the Civic
and it
will be forward Ron Cor neli us'
last
game played in Stockton.
Cornelius, now the all-tim
e

q u a l if y

leading scorer i n PCAA arul
history, will be passing
milestone within the next fer
the 2 ,000 point mark. He
1 ,992 points in his career
been a two-time first team
selectio n.
The Stockton Civic,
commo nly as " the pit" has
site o f 1 9 1 UOP wins and
losses since 1 963-64 . Next
Pacific will play in the A.G.
Center on the UOP campus.
" We' re very anxious to
move , " says Fichtner. "The
Center will be a plus for our
It will be nostalgic leaving
We'v e been so success ful
certainly like to end the era
cou ple o f wih s. "

fo r

�o�en had I I season best and
several
hfetune best swi ms.
On �he wo me n's tea m,
Heather
.
F1tc
h, M1ch�le Mangi ni, Pa ula
Moore
and Joan S1ering have
the best chan
ces of qu ali fying for
the nationals
but Nugent feels tha
t all of th�
women stand a good cha
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For the me n, t� cap
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An slo w wi ll be trying
to qu ali fy for
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C ase, a fresh
�
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ntinue his ef�
orts by quali fymg
for the back
stroke,
Scott
Adam s,
another
freshman
ranked
.
num ber
20
nat ionally and nu
mber 1 m th e
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Galifornia

N ation
PCAA for the 100 and 200
breast stroke, and Dave
will be trying to qualify
freest}ie and iMividual _...., �11>'
The Nationals will be in
Texas March 1 8-22 for tht
and M arch 26-29 for the rnen.
Last week the \\'omen I�
Thesl
Diego State 5 6-74
now stands at 7-4 .
In the men ' s dual rneet
Stanford and UC . Irvine
defeated UCI 100-33 and IOS.1
ford 38-95 concluding their
at 6-4.
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sters
BY Jobn Ma
scalf Writer

women's basketball team
straight game last
� fourth
iiS 'gltt at Santa Clara defeating
70..65. Tonight the Lady
!II
�111wr1110!CO
1ba'I�C
a chance to register a
omen's basketball.
rtrSt for w
State they will
Jose
San
t
bea
final season record to 20-7.
-''•'•�:L Friday's win the Lady
an earlier season over
at UOP
to the Broncos here
22. Karen Peets . led the
ill scoring with 18 pomts and
seven assists.
team high
reserve center Joy Dana
me bench to lead the teaiD i n
seven.
...._,...,.ru with

.·
·

S o far this season t h e
team has
ou�sco red their opp
onents 73_64
while �hooting 4407o from
the floor.
The T1gers have hit on
3 88 of 580
shots from the free thr
ow line for
6711Jo .
Freshman sensation Jane
Rom
berg leads the Tigers in scor
ing at
1 5 .9 points per game and rebo
unds at
8 . 1 per gam e. Peets and Jun
ior Jayne
_
01b son have contributed
heavily to
the L �dy Tigers point pro
duction
averagmg 14.4 and 14.0
points
respectively.

Peets leads the team in steals
with 56 followed by sophomo
re guard
Sheri Bates with 52.
During the course of the season
many players contribute to the team
effon but go unnoticed because they
don't pile up the statistics. But never
theless their role is vitally imponant
to the team.

To give credit where it is due:
other team members include Sonya
Monroe, who has started every game
this season for the Tigers. Tracy
Glandon, who has come off the ben
ch to score well and contribute under
the boards, and also leads the team in
free throw percentage at 8 1 .80Jo .
Others include Kathy Dufour, Karen
Jacobsen, Toni Glandon, Kim Lung,
and Lori Salmon.

/fers s trive for top ten in na tion
at

good is the best men's team

One of the top 1 0 teams in
is how good they would
be after the final round of the
oWnpionship at the end of
the team knows that
talent to accomplish
their biggest problem is to
the country. When the top
iD t he country are discussed
like
schools
containing
State, last year's NCAA
Bringham Young, Oral
University of Houston,
University of Arizona,
State, USC, UCLA and
usually emerges from the

for first, the Wolfpack Classic with
Kevi n Orona tying for first and the
Silverado Invitational with Ken Earle
in a three-way tie, they have r ot had
anyone shoot very low scores like Joe
Rassett, (Oral Robens), did at the
UOP and Stanford tournaments in
October when he won both with an
ave! a�e of 68 . 3 3 .
Captain
Jim
Rowse,
1 980
honorable mention All-American
consistently cards rounds in the low
70's. The fall saw Rowse play very
well capturing founh at the Wolfpack
Classic and placing in the top 1 0 in his
other two outings. Jim Evans Fred .
Tedeschi,
and Bill Corbet
are
Pacific's other seniors and have
played solid golf. Evans was thud at
the Wolfpack and has a stroke
average in the mid-70's. Corbett tied
for sixth at Silverado and has also
This is
plwed consistent golf.
Tedeschj 's first year in the top six
and he's proven to be a steady player
and a welcome addition. After his
first place performance in the Wolf
pack, Orona has settled down to
steady mid-70's golf.
The most pleasant surprise of the
year has been freshman Earle.
Besides his victory at Silverado, he
captured second at the USF In
vitational. As of now, Earle could
become UOP's equivalent to Joe

t

travels to tou rney
By Tina Tseng
Staff Writer

List week the UOP men's tennis

*opped

their season record to

suffering a disappointing4 · 5
UC Santa Cruz.

though the match was tied

after completion of singles
the Tigers found themselves
win only one out of the three
matches.

Tom Jones, although
by the loss, was en
a couple of performan
players David Neal and
w"",..... ... . battling tough op
managed to pull out
three-set victories.
attributes Pacific's loss to
of co ncentration on crucial
He stated, "We j ust may not
. mentally tough enough to
b1g points."
was quick to add, however .

,...

that the team is looking forward to
playing UC Santa Cruz again on
March 1 1 , and encourages school
support .
The Tigers travel to Fresno this
Thursday! through Saturday where
they will play in the Fresno State
Tourna ment. Included in the eight
teams participating are powerhouses
such as Cal State Bakersfield, UC
Davis, Fresno State, and Cal Poly
San Luis Obisp o.
Each team sends their top eight
players, numbers one through four

placed in a draw ' separate from num
bers five through eight. Two points
are awarded for each victory scored
in the Championship round and c:me
poin t for each win in the Consolation
of
roun d. Doubles play will consist
only one main dra w.
Currently, Paci fic has _set . a
m
team goal of finishing at least s1xth
that
said
s
Jone
ent.
.
the tour nam
depe�
achieving this goal will
.
draw
the
of
k
"luc
somewhat on the

·

Rassett . Earle had the only sub-70
round, 69, at Silverado and has the
reputation on the team for being an
awesome putter.
Without a set league schedule,
an invitation to the NCAA tour
nament, this year held at Stanford, is s
received in a unique way. The coun- {
try is divided into regions, UOP is in ¥
region eight which encompasses all
the Pac- 1 0 states, from which teams �
...
are selected by a coach's committee.
Region eight will have four or five
------"
representatives chosen by the committee of which Albaugh is a mem
ber. Teams are chosen by their per
( G olf con t ' d . )
formance over the year. Spring tour
naments carry more weight than the
four freshmen: Brad Penfold, Mike
fall tourneys and majors havt:
Green, Jolm Klien and Kevin Coomll>; one
precedent over minor tournaments.
sophomore, Steve Vanscoy and one
Pacific has played in one major
senior, Scott Wenborn, the team
In
Stanford
the
tournament,
gains experience for future top six
vitatiooal, in the faD, and placOO tenth. Six performances.
major tournaments will see the Tigers
In their first tournament, the UC
tee off this spring. Today they are in
Davis Tourney, the team took third.
the final round of the Pacific Coast
Their next tournament is the
Intercollegiate in Ontario. This is
Stanislaus Invitational on March 1 2
Pacific's first major of the spring.
and 1 3 .
With the top six concentrating
This quiet unfrivolous group of
on the major events, the second team
Pacific's top six golfers has many
is left to uphold the team in most of
people to impress to reach their goal .
the minors.
They have convinced themselves that
Good performances by the
they are one of the top ten teams in
second team will not only benefit
the nation. When all the cards are
them but also benefit the top six.
signed and the scores tallied after the
When the second six does well in a
last round of the NCAA Champion..)\,., ...
.
tournament, it makes the region
ship on May 30 and 1f they are among
second
the
if
that
think
e
committe
'the top ten, the quiet six will have
team is this good then the first team
been heard from, attained their goal
good.
must be very
will be, without a doubt, the best
and
The second team is where Pacific
men's team at Pacific .
of

�

�·�"
B"

Lacrosse lost to Stanford last weekend 8 - 1 2 after a hard
fought battle. Leading scorers for UOP were Greg Zatman ,
Will Nicholson with 2 goals a piece. The Tigers are looking
forward to tomorrow 's game with Monterey at noon on the
Intramural field .

l ntra m u rals
By

Jobn Rawson
Staff Writer

Intramurals has begun the spring
semester with the popular basketball
eagu"!s which drew 52 teams. So far
its far too close in each division to
point out all the top teams.
The rest of the semester is sure to
interest just about anyone . Events
will range from bowling to croquet,
all the way to inner-tube water polo .
The most immediate events
coming up on the schedule include a
Co-Ree Bowling tournament taking
lace on March 1 5 . The Badminton

tournament will take place on March
1 8 and 1 9, with sign-ups due by Mar
ch 1 7 . Softball team sign-ups will be
due by March 1 9, with opening day
taking place on March 23. Finally,
the Soccer tournament will take place
on March 27 & 28. Sign -ups will be
due by March 26. Of course, this
only covers the month of March.
Look for these events in April
and May:
Darts (yes, darts), Golf, a Co-Ree
Softball tournament, the annual
Rabbit Run, Croquet, Horseshoes,
Raquetball, and Inner-tube Water
Polo. That should keep y'all busy.
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What are the Soci al
and Mo ral
Implications
of Einst ein' s
The ory o f Relativity?

B o b B e i a n & J eff S tre b l ow ----

E L E CT I 0 N 5
(From page 3)
Gary

A legre

Gary Alegre, a pre-law, Business
Accounting major, is running for
vice-president. Alegre feels the key to
his campaign is "communication. "
"One of the first changes is
opening the communication between
the administration and the students.

There is a need of the students to be
more aware of the issues. People
need to take advantage of what the
administration has to offer, instead
of j ust complaining about things, "

stated Alegre.

Raman Baaba; Jr.; School of Bus·
n es s :

Enormous. I would have to
say that throughout the years, the
American culture and not only the
American culture
but
people
around the world have based a lot
of their findings on Einstein's
theory of relativity and the social
implications I ' d say are none.

Alegre, a Stockton-Lodi resident
for 20 years, feels his presidency
could be an advantage in helping
UOP in community relationships.
One change Alegre would like to
make in office is the way the Board of
Supervisors meetings are presently
held and their poor attendance.
"ASUOP should incorporate( the
community," he said,
.. ith a
representative from each school to
meet with the president once or twice
a month . "
The first project h e feels h e must
tackle is the changes that need to be
made in the library.

Alegre described the situation:
"There are only 294 seats in the
library. I ' ll try to push the project of

Bill Km:hendt·rfer; Soph . ; School

improvement along sir.::e they are
projecting at least 10 ye&rs before it's
completed, ' ' he said. ' I t w il l be in
two phases--each phase five years,
taking a total of $4 million.
We
should
invest money
into
this
project, " he continued. "We need to
help the administration instead of
them doing it all . ASUOP needs to
go out and find donors . "
Alegre
is
optimistic
about
ASUOP's future relations with the
administration.
"I think the ad
ministration is fantastic. People j ust
don't take advanta�e of what they

of Busines":
I t h i n !. l l has a lot to do with
the letters E - MCl . These letters

arc very important to me, I use
them all the time. I use "E" for
use " M " for
like "the" and I
"Mummy" and "Munchkin" and
I use "C" for, well, I use "C" a
lot too. And squared . . . I 'm in stats
now and I use squared a lot .

ASU O P Presi de nt :
This is a terrible question. I
think it has to do with how
relative school life is, you know,
and how relative what you study is
to what you do when you get out
of here. ' You know, gravity, deep
meaning, that kind of stuff, it's
too heavy for me to talk about
right now .
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Sir Gauuan

Ron Pool; Sr.;

Diane Rou nd; Sr.; C.O. P . :

I think n o one a t UOP even
knows what that is therefore I can
not even answer this question . . . l
can't even improvi:.e a good an
swer.

New ame·ndment warranted
A mendmen t 2 o n Ballo t
Be it so resolved . that section S . l of the ASUOP Constitution be amended to
read as follows : "Total membership of the Board of Supervisors will include,
the Executive Vice-President (Chairman, votes only to break a tie); the
President (non-voting advisory member); the Director of Academic Affairs
(non-voting ex-officio member); the representative of ASUOP on the
Academic Council (non-voting ex officio member); the two representatives of
ASUOP on the Long Range Planning and Budget Committee (non-voting ex
officio members); the Constituent School Supervisors; the Living Group
Supervisors; and the Off-Campus Supervisors. "

JiJ5s�

Rationale for Proposed A mendment 2

�

By Paul Kryder

Artistically combining precision with
shape .
a "contoured look"
specifically suited for you

COPUS/UOP

Tajiddin Omar; Sr. ; C.O.P.:
Sounds like he would mean
that socially people would have
to . . . that one thing relates to
another the same way it relates
morally. People find themselves in
the same social circles are generally
morally inclined to relate to each
other morally.
Which is the
relativity. Is that right? Are you
recording that? Well, you'll fix it
up, OK?

This amendment, if passed, would require the ASUOP Director of
Academic Affairs, the ASUOP representative on the Academic Council, and
the two ASUOP representatives on the Long Range Planning and Budget
Committee to attend each Board of Supervisors meeting.
These two committees and a third, the Executive Policy Committee (on
which sits the ASUOP President as the sole ASUOP representative), are, I
feel, of such significant importance to warrant this action. These committees
carry so much weight and power that the students who sit on them should be
part of the Board of Supervisors-always there for open communication.
The same I feel true for the Director of Academic Affairs.
A bill, which requires each ASUOP university committee representative
and university task force representative to attend all Board of Supervisors
meetings "during the time that there are pressing issues coming before his/her
respective committee or task force, •• recently was passed by tlte Board of
Supervisors. Passage of this amendment is needed to complete the job of
providing the full framework for strengthening the voice and the represen
tation of students in university policy.
For all of these reasons, I strongly urge a "YES" vote on amendment 2.

Sc u l p tur e Cu tti n g

Sir Gauuan 's Superha ir Salons
Winner of 7 of 1 0 Awards
for best Hairstyles
in the San Joaquin Valley.
1

S u per
Supe r
Super
Sup er
Sup er

Op en 7 da ys a we ek

Hair I I 2 0 4 5 Pac1f ic Ave . 9 4 8- 5 5
6 0 ! Mi racle Mile l .
H a 1 r I l l 1 2 0 9 W . Marc h Lane 9
5 7 -4 2 4 4 ( Next t o Mervyn's'
H a i r IV 1 3 3 Villa ge S q u a re 4
7 8-0 4 9 8 !At 1- 5 )
Ha � r V Qua il Lake s Cen ter 9 5
7-9 1 98.
H a 1 r V I Ham mer tow n Cen ter
9 5 2 - 6 8 6 8 ( N ext to Zody'sl.

Columnis t caugh t up 1n Finan ce Cen ter Ca tch
•
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Rules ar� something we all get annoyed
with. Especially when they develop into that
complex system that we all know and love; the
bureaucracy. Though the purpose of rules is
allegedly to provide some type of order to the
chaos, many times this is simply not the case.
Remember Catch-221 The phrase has
become synonomous with a paradoxical
situation . A catch-22 is something in which you
cannot win, no matter what you do .
Think back a minute to the movie. You'll
recall a fellow named Yossarian who was a
WWII bombardier. Try though he may, poor
old Y ossarian could never manage to fly the
required number of bombing missions.
Everytime he approached the minimum '
requirement. they raised the number.
Per
plexed by this situation, he sought the help of
·
the base doctor.
'Please Doc,' he begged, 'you just have to
ground me.
I can't stand to fly another
mission .'
But the doctor expiained that the only way
you can get out of flying is if you're crazy. But
if you ask to be grounded you can't be c razy
because nobody who wants to be grounded is
really crazy . So, if you ask not to fly, you can't
be crazy and you have to fly. If you want to fly ,
you are crazy but they'll let you fly anyway.
Either wav, vou fly. That's catch-22 !

Cam p Pacific Rwlewe•

By Pe te r R a u s c h

Or how about Sergeant Major? He got
promoted to the rank of Major and became
Major Major . Now, Major Major didn't like to
talk to anyone about anything . So he made a
rule regarding how he wanted his secretary to
handle people who wanted to see him in the of
fice.
'When I'm in the office, ' he said, 'tell
people that I'm in and have them sit down and
wait till I leave. When I'm not in the office I'll
be gl...d to see them, so send them right in.'
Either way, nobody ever saw Major Major.
The whole point of all this is to show that
sometimes the rules just don't make any sense .
Now I can understand this in the :military.
Nothing makes any sense in the military to
beg;in with. But you would expect a great in-

stitution of higher learning to be a littl
e bit mo re
on the bal l . Not so at Camp Pac ific .
Catch-22 is a litt le ga me
! get to play right
here ?n campus.
My favonte versi
on takes
place m the FI?ance <:enter. It's
played with the
bursar , Denms Parkmson . It goe
s somethmg
'
like this:
You've just returned to
Sto ckt on after
a
wonderful summer. Classes do
n't start for
a
few days but you're going to use
those days to
find an apartment.
Yo
u
ha
ve
,
no money
becauSe you re a poor college stu
dent (
UOP), but you've arranged
for your b
send your loan check to the bu
rsar so the m
oney
will be there when you arrive
.

��: :�

You've also sent a no
te to the burs
.
ar h t m-

22

sel f, as kin g th at
he de du ct your
balance fro m the
am ou nt of your check
prepare a ref un d
che ck for what 's left.
wa y yo u can co
me i n , sig n yo ur check,
t e ref un d, go
to the ba nk and have
nght away for livi
ng expe nse .
But gu ess w hat
good old Dennis tells
when you g et to
Stockton?
You ca n' t have
your ch ec k till you
nd you can 't
reg ist er un til you pay t he
.
y our bll
l . N ow , you
could pay i f you
Y
ch�ck , but
yo u ca n't have the check
Y
register , w hic
h you ca n't do un til you
yo ur ch ec k .
N ow wh en yo
u consider
Y t�at � s lay i ng
thi s rap on you is the same
a t Is 10 b
� arge of all the stude nt
ts . . . y u beg
m to wo nd e r ab
out this place.
ow c an p
.
eople be so un
E specially
.
wh en Y OU '
RE PaYing part , e
salary ! ?
w
ell, it's not '..hat th eY r
coo e h. v
e . It ' s ust
j
that they're real
foll
g th e ru les.
.
And when the rules
ru n m
Cir cles l1' k e
s
a
com put er loop - J' t 's
.
ch -22
com put ers can't hel Jt
. they' e
p
c 1� a loo
p . They don t .
crea ti ve
in en u
ny of h u man rationalitY·
y ou • d th.
m th at E
P O P LE were a l itt le
w ouldn '
t You?
A fter all
isn ' t
about?
'
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